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1 INTRODUCTION 

It sucks that I even need to write this but if you don’t tag your library ‘correctly’ there are lots of little problems caused by nuisances 

of how the MP3 data was stored and collected.  Worse off, it is not even clear what the problem is AND it is not clear that changing 

how you tag your MP3’s matters.  Ever wonder why images are missing in your cover flow?  Why are there multiple covers of the 

same album in my cover flow? Why does a two disc CD stop playing after disc 1?  Why can’t I find my Green Day when I look by 

Genre? Why are things screwed up when I merge my library with somebody else? 

In no particular order here are a few of the issues that you need to consider when tagging 

1) What MP3 players are you using? 

2) How are you storing MP3’s on your hard drive? 

3) How do you track and disc numbering? 

4) What are you doing about cover art? 

5) What the heck are you doing about genre? 

6) What bit rate did you choose?  Why?   Are you sure? 

7) How do you merge a CD into your collection that has the filenames messed up? 

8) Do you buy DRM’d music? 

2 WHAT PLAYER ARE YOU USING? 

There are many different digital music players that you can use. In our house we have iPods, WinAmp, iTunes, Squeeze Box, a couple 

of old AudioTrons and something called CQC.  Each of these views the world of MP3 tags differently.  Audiotron is older and doesn’t 

support some features of ID3 tags, CQC really would like to have full track and disc numbers, and everybody wants album art 

handled a little differently.  It is a mess.    

What I have found is that if you are consistent and complete with your tagging, all of the players can be happy and do what you 

expect.   

The key is that if you are only using a single player, say an iPod and then try to make it work with CQC you will be in for a little 

surprise when things don’t work how you think they should.  When they don’t work you can curse the world and make a pass 

through your whole collection to fix things.   

3 HARD DRIVE FILE STRUCTURE AND RIPPING TOOLS 

Organizing the files on your hard drive is important because it makes it very easy to find the actual files and move them around if 

you have to.  Pretty much all PC based MP3 players and editors allow you to right click on songs and do an “Open File Location” or 

“Open Containing Folder” so you can get right to the file.  These features make it easier to be less organized… 

There are many ways to structure your MP3’s on your hard drive and I don’t want to get into a debate about how you want to store 

things.  The main point thing to consider is if you are using a folder based structure or a ‘all files in one folder’ structure.  If you 

choose a folder structure then the file name does not have to encode everything about the file.  If you have a flat file structure then 

you need to be able to tell what the song is JUST from the file name.  A flat file structure also has the problem of collisions.  What if 

you have two songs with the same name?   

I chose to use folders to keep track of artist and album.  Then I name the files with leading track number followed by the song name.  

This choice makes the songs sort in the order that they appear on the CD when you are looking at music in folders.  I like this 

because I muck with the files a lot.  
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The key is that you are consistent AND that the method you choose is easy to rip directly into.  I rip CD’s with iTunes and cdEx.  Both 

work very well and make it easy to rip where I want.   By dumb luck the way they have things set up is the default and looks 

something like this: 

C:\mp3\artist\cd\track# - track-title.mp3 

Here is one of my folders
1
: 

J:\MP3\AC-DC\Powerage\01-Rock 'N Roll Damnation.mp3 

J:\MP3\AC-DC\Powerage\02-Down Payment Blues.mp3 

J:\MP3\AC-DC\Powerage\03-Gimme A Bullet.mp3 

J:\MP3\AC-DC\Powerage\04-Riff Raff.mp3 

J:\MP3\AC-DC\Powerage\05-Sin City.mp3 

J:\MP3\AC-DC\Powerage\06-What's Next To The Moon.mp3 

J:\MP3\AC-DC\Powerage\07-Gone Shootin'.mp3 

J:\MP3\AC-DC\Powerage\08-Up To My Neck In You.mp3 

J:\MP3\AC-DC\Powerage\09-Kicked In The Teeth.mp3 

J:\MP3\AC-DC\Powerage\folder.jpg 

Most ripping tools let you set things up pretty easily, but you need to figure their little tag/macro file naming tool.  They are all the 

same, just a little different... 

Here is what CDex does: 

 

What the hell are all those %1’s and %2’s?  If you are a C programmer it should be obvious…for the rest of you  press the ‘?’ button 

and you’ll find the following dialog that shows how those %’s are mapped into the tags. 

                                                                 
1
 Note that AC-DC is a very special case in MP3 tagging and a constant source of tagging issues.  The official name of the band is 

AC/DC.  It turns out that the ‘/’ character is not allowed as a file name.  Ripping software usually has a set of ‘invalid’ characters that 
it maps to valid ones, usually a “-“ or a “_”.   
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3.1 TRICKING ITUNES 

There are many things great about Apple but for the most part the control they try to exert over you is painful.  iTunes just wants to 

own your machine’s MP3 files and where the files go.  If you are trying to serve multiple masters iTunes moving things is not a good 

thing.  It turns out that you can trick iTunes into working with you.  If you open up preferences (under the Edit menu) you get this 

dialog box.  Click on advanced and you can see that you can specify where iTunes puts things.  I just point it to the folder I care about 

and I’m good to go. 

 

3.2 AUTOTAGGING DURING RIP 

One of the great benefits of ripping software is that they do a pretty good job of auto tagging.  For the most part the name, title, 

track etc are correct, thus saving you a bunch of time.  Genre is often wrong (according to my tastes) and inconsistent. What is 

worse is that often times when ripping an album with multiple discs things are not consistent between the two discs, genre might be 

different, year might be wrong, artist spelled differently!   

I think iTunes does the best job of tagging during rip.  I can’t remember it not getting tags, even for books on tape, and old music 

correct. It is the best of the ones that I’ve used but it is definitely not even close to perfect.  You really have to watch it carefully.  

More on this later. 

iTunes often times rips faster than CDex, sometimes much faster.  I’m not sure but I suspect that this is because the MP3 encoder 

that iTunes uses is not as good as LAME.  Damn Apple!  If you want the highest quality rips for a given sample rate iTunes is not the 

best ripper.  I suspect it is good enough for most everybody though. 
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4 TRACK AND DISC NUMBERING 

My kids have lots of Books on Tape and my wife has lots of self help books (particularly on my OCD problems).  How should these be 

handled?  Often things get imported like this: 

J:\mp3\joe author\kid-book [disc 1]\01-chapter 1.mp3 

J:\mp3\joe author\kid-book [disc 1]\02-chapter 2.mp3 

J:\mp3\joe author\kid-book [disc 2]\03-chapter 3.mp3 

J:\mp3\joe author\kid-book [disc 2]\04-chapter 4.mp3 

Worse off sometimes this comes in like this: 

J:\mp3\joe author\kid-book [disc 1]\1-1a.mp3 

J:\mp3\joe author\kid-book [disc 1]\1-1b.mp3 

J:\mp3\joe author\kid-book – 2\2-1a.mp3 

J:\mp3\joe author\kid-book - 2\2-1b.mp3 

In either case you go into your MP3 player and start from the first ‘song’ and it plays away.  Then it gets to the end of the first CD, 

and it stops (or even better the damn things keeps goes back to ‘song’ 1). Now you need to go find the second CD in the set and start 

that. For adults it is a minor nuisance, for my little kids it can be a pain for them since they might not be able to use all of our players.   

I don’t know about you but that is NOT how it should work.  The same is true for multi CD music.  They should just play from start to 

finish across all of the CD’s, completely ignorant of the fact that the piece doesn’t fit on 1 CD. 

Here is an example of how to fix a 2CD album from the Waifs that was imported using iTunes.  What we want to setup is to have 

both CD’s have the same title, have the track numbering go from 1 to 32 and to have the disc numbering go from 1 to 2.   iTunes 

doesn’t know how to renumber tracks very nicely I’ll use my favorite freeware tagging program called TagScanner to fix this.   

Here is the initial structure: 

 

Note that there are two different album names, there are two sets of track numbers going from 1 to 16 for each disc and that there 

are no disc ID’s.  Here are the steps to make this work right on every player I’ve used. 

First let’s renumber by selecting all of the items on both CD’s.  Notice that they are sorted in the correct order, meaning that if they 

renumber as shown on the screen they would be from 1 to 32.  This is almost always possible depending upon the titles selected by 

your ripping software. 
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If I right click and select AutoRenumber I get the following output where all of the tracks are numbered correctly and Tagscanner 

was nice enough to put in the total number of tracks for me.  It also put in the leading 0 on the track number.  This can be very nice 

because things will sort correctly in list boxes and file browsers.  Given the choice, take a leading zero on track number! 

 

So now we have the track numbers right but guess what ,most MP3 players think this is two different albums one called “A Brief 

History – Disc1” and the other called “A Brief History – Disc2”.   

So now we need to change the album names.  This is easy, make sure all the files are selected and then type in “A Brief History” in 

the Album Field and hit Save: 

 

One more step and we are home free.  It would be nice to have disc information.  Why, because I know of at least one program that 

wants it (CQC) and it is really easy to do!  Select the first 16 tracks and enter 1 and 2 in the disc fields and press save: 
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Select the next 16 tracks for the second CD and enter 2 and 2 in the disc fields: 

 

Now for bonus points let’s just add the cover art here by sliding down the slider on the right to the cover art section and pasting in 

some art either from a file or the clipboard.  More on this later. 
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At this point we are done!  Seems like a lot of work but it actually goes pretty fast, perhaps a couple of minutes? 

What do you get for this?  On all players that I use, playing “A Brief History” will play all of the tracks on both CD’s in order.  On my 

iPod and iTunes there will only be a single cover in the Cover Flow and CQC will know that this is a collection of 2 CD’s.  

4.1 A NOTE ON LEADING ZEROS 

Sort of an issue of minor importance is to get leading digits correct.  This is only important for applications that are not very smart at 

ordering things in lists. 

How do you control when to add track (and disc) numbers have leading zeros?  I know of only one tool that gives you this (simple) 

ability.  Tagscanner.  If you look in the upper left corner you will see these little icons: 

 

These little icons mean that the track number will have two digits (e.g. track 2 is listed as 02) while disc will have only a single digit.  I 

have one CD collection that has 10 CD’s with 208 tracks.  For this collection I have the tracks listed with 3 digits and the disc 

numbered with 2 digits.  

What is pretty nice is that most new music players strip off the leading zero for you so things look nice. 

5 GETTING CASE CORRECT 

One thing that I see a fair amount if is songs that have strange looking titles because the case of the title is not standard.  Almost all 

song titles use title case, or basically, the capitalization of each of the first words.  It is not uncommon to see tags come in with all 

lower case, or only the first word capitalized.  Here is an example: 
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Interestingly the Album name is correctly cased but the titles are not.  Most taggers have some form of case correction.  Inside of tag 

scanner this can be fixed using TagScanners text transform features: 

 

Tag scanner is nice because each field can be controlled independently.  By applying the above transform (Every First Up) to the 

3Doors down example the tag structure looks like this: 

 

It should be noted that TagScanner is not perfect in this regard.  If you have your style guide handy… or this link: 

http://editing.suite101.com/article.cfm/how_to_write_in_title_case 

You will notice that articles (and, the etc.) and words like ‘to’ should not be capitalized, but even for those there are special cases.  In 

the end just doing what TagScanner does is a decent compromise but not perfect.   

On other thing to consider is that some artists intentionally title their songs in lower case… 

http://editing.suite101.com/article.cfm/how_to_write_in_title_case
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6 WHAT TO DO ABOUT COVER ART? 

This is another area where there are many opinions and consistency matters. Here are the main questions: 

1) Folder images or file images? 

2) What resolution? 

3) What format? 

4) Cover only? 

Here’s what I do based on what I think is right.  Don’t flame me! 

a) I do folder images AND file images. 

b) I try to get my images at 500x500. 

c) I try to use JPG files (PNG’s are OK and never BMP’s) 

d) I only get covers. 

I get folder images and file images because different programs have different needs.  The folder images are nice for Windows to be 

able to use the image for the folder view while the file images are needed because some apps really only know about file based 

image tags.  I use 500x500 because there are places where I need a rather large image to be displayed, usually on my PC screen.  

Many people use 300x300 which works great on iPods and most PC based apps. 

Why do I put images in every file?  On average my MP3’s are around 4 megabytes in size, cover art at 500x500 probably averages 

around 50k.  This amounts to a little more than 1%.   In my opinion the flexibility afforded by having the cover in the MP3 is worth 

the 1% hit.   That choice amounts to choosing between 10,000 songs on my iPod with cover art OR 10,125 songs without art.  If you 

do lots of play lists, having embedded cover art will make it a slam dunk for all players to get the cover art correct without having 

them need to guess. 

6.1 GETTING THE RIGHT RESOLUTION 

There are several artwork downloaders available that can be used to scour the net for cover art.  Many do a pretty good job, other’s 

not so good.  Here is a link to one that I have used: 

http://sourceforge.net/projects/album-art/ 

It does a well, especially if you are trying to tag an existing large collection that has no art.  I don’t use it anymore because I am 

usually ripping from CD and doing things one at a time (I refuse to buy anything  DRM’ed). 

So what do I do?  Honestly I’ve tried many sources like Amazon, CD Now, Barnes and Noble.  The best for me is to do an Image 

Search on Google.  Here is an example with the Waifs CD from above. Even for the most obscure stuff I keep coming back to Google.  

I like the fact that I can see the resolution right on the search results as well as the file size and format (bmp, jpg etc).  If there are 

two that are about 500x500 but are different sizes I’ll have a look at them and check the quality around tight lettering.  JPEG’s can 

look pretty ratty when the compression is high. From here I can do a “Save Image As” by right clicking and putting it in the right 

folder but naming it folder.jpg.  I can then go into TagScanner or iTunes and import the artwork for all of the files (they also support 

a paste from the clip board. 

http://sourceforge.net/projects/album-art/
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One thing to note if you use Google, don’t save from the search screen, click on the image to the next screen to get to a link to 

display the full sized image.  Click that link to get to the full sized image.  The full size image is the one you want to save and/or copy 

and paste into your tagger! 

       

6.2 GETTING THE RIGHT FORMAT 

Unless you are really OCD you want to use a compressed format.  The two big choices are JPG and PNG.  You will see a fair number 

of bitmap files with .BMP file extension.  I never use them.  They are too big. A 500x500 bmp file is 733K.  For a 4 meg file that is 

almost 20% of the space just for the image.  I tend to pick JPG if there is a choice because I think more software can handle it, but I 

have yet to see a PNG fail.  PNG is nice because it is an open standard. 

6.3 WHAT ASPECT RATIO? 

This is for real bonus points.  Most players make an assumption that your art work will be in a square(ish) format.  I choose 

something like 300x300 or 500x500.   Thankfully, most viewers do the right thing for the case where you have an aspect ratio where 

the image is taller than it is wide (books on tape are notorious for having book shaped art).  The iTunes cover flow makes rectangular 

images into a square and fills the ‘new’ space with a transparent ‘color’.  Basically it just works.  When my iPod sees this image guess 

what, It fills it with white. It makes the cover flow look terrible. 

So what do you do?  Much of the art that you can download comes in strange sizes like 500x498.  For these I just import, it looks fine 

everywhere.  For art that is not ‘square’ I pull it into an image editor and fix it as best as I can.  Usually it is pretty easy to scrunch 

things up, or edit out things along the top or bottom.  I have yet to not be able to get things square or have someone say “that 

doesn’t look right”.  I don’t spend more than a few minutes on this… I am done with the image before the rip completes. 
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In this example I cropped the top and bottom tight and stretched horizontally.  I know the artistic impression has been lost but at 

least it looks right to me. 

7 DEALING WITH GENRE 

This subject is infuriating because there for the most part you are at the mercy of your ripping software’s idea of what is correct.  

Usually when you are looking at what it selected you’ll think it is OK.  Later while looking to make a mix of your Green Day you find 

that the music isn’t there.  Well you just got punked.  Here’s the problem, Green Day could be listed as any one of the following: 

a) Punk 

b) Punk Rock  

c) Alternative Rock 

d) Alt. Rock 

e) Alt Rock 

f) Alternative 

g) Rock 

If Genre is to mean anything you have to watch this and understand it.  Another case would be: 

a) Folk 

b) Folk/Rock 

c) Folk-Rock 

d) Folk Music 

I’ve seen all of these.  Now I’m not big on musical history and categorization, but for my simple tastes this is too confusing. 

What I do is go into iTunes (or winamp) since it knows about my whole library and look at all of the music in list view.  From here I 

setup the columns so I can see Genre, Album and Artist.  I’ll usually sort by artist (clicking the column header) and then I’ll check 

things out.  This is particularly useful for collections that you are just starting to get in order.  Here is an example: 
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d 

Again I have pretty simple musical tastes but I don’t think AC/DC changed from Genre over the years. For me, I want them all to just 

show up as Hard Rock.  Piece of cake in iTunes (and almost every other Tagger out there).  Select all of the songs that you want to 

change and right click.  Select Get Info and edit the Genre field and click OK. 

 

The ‘Get Info’ box is useful for editing all sorts of group selections.  Pasting in Artwork is nice here as will.  You can literally paste an 

image copied from your browser into the artwork box. 

When I did my first big rip of my CD collection it took a long time to get this in order because there were so many screw ups.  One 

nice way to get going on this is to look in iTunes at your collection using the Genre viewer.  Mine looks something like this: 
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If you have problems with Genre in your collection this will give you a clue.  Look for Genre that are very close to the same Alt. 

Rock/Alternative.  Also look for Genre with very few albums as a clue that something is mis-categorized. In the above example I only 

have 1 Big Band album, thankfully it is correct!  You can very quickly go into iTunes list view and change whole Genre’s or change the 

Genre of a band around. 

7.1 ID3V??? TAGS 

One of the reasons that Genre is so messed up is because the old school tags only supported these Genre: 

00 - Blues 

01 - Classic Rock 

02 - Country 

03 - Dance 

04 - Disco 

05 - Funk 

06 - Grunge 

07 - Hip-Hop 

08 - Jazz 

09 - Metal 

10 - New Age 

11 - Oldies 

12 - Other 

13 - Pop 

14 - R&B 

15 - Rap 

16 - Reggae 

17 - Rock 

18 - Techno 

19 - Industrial 

20 - Alternative 

21 - Ska 

22 - Death Metal 

23 - Pranks 

24 - Soundtrack 

25 - Euro-Techno 

26 - Ambient 

27 - Trip-Hop 

28 - Vocal 

29 - Jazz+Funk 

30 - Fusion 

31 - Trance 

32 - Classical 

33 - Instrumental 

34 - Acid 

35 - House 

36 - Game 

37 - Sound Clip 

38 - Gospel 

39 - Noise 

40 - Alternative Rock 

41 - Bass 

43 - Punk 

44 - Space 

45 - Meditative 

46 - Instrumental Pop 

47 - Instrumental Rock 

48 - Ethnic 

49 - Gothic 

50 - Darkwave 

51 - Techno-Industrial 

52 - Electronic 

53 - Pop-Folk 

54 - Eurodance 

55 - Dream 

56 - Southern Rock 

57 - Comedy 

58 - Cult 

59 - Gangsta 

60 - Top 40 

61 - Christian Rap 

62 - Pop/Funk 

63 - Jungle 

64 - Native US 

65 - Cabaret 

66 - New Wave 

67 - Psychedelic 

68 - Rave 

69 - Showtunes 

70 - Trailer 

71 - Lo-Fi 

72 - Tribal 

73 - Acid Punk 

74 - Acid Jazz 

75 - Polka 

76 - Retro 

77 - Musical 

78 - Rock & Roll 

79 - Hard Rock 

80 - Folk 

81 - Folk-Rock 

82 - National Folk 

83 - Swing 

84 - Fast Fusion 

85 - Bebob 

86 - Latin 

87 - Revival 

88 - Celtic 

89 - Bluegrass 

90 - Avantgarde 

91 - Gothic Rock 

92 - Progressive Rock 

93 - Psychedelic Rock 

94 - Symphonic Rock 

95 - Slow Rock 

96 - Big Band 

97 - Chorus 

98 - Easy Listening 

99 - Acoustic 100 - 

Humour 

101 - Speech 

102 - Chanson 

103 - Opera 

104 - Chamber Music 

105 - Sonata 

106 - Symphony 

107 - Booty Bass 

108 - Primus 

109 - Porn Groove 

110 - Satire 

111 - Slow Jam 

112 - Club 

113 - Tango 

114 - Samba 

115 - Folklore 

116 - Ballad 

117 - Power Ballad 

118 - Rhythmic Soul 

119 - Freestyle 

120 - Duet 

121 - Punk Rock 

122 - Drum Solo 

123 - A Cappella 

124 - Euro-House 

125 - Dance Hall 

126 - Goa 

127 - Drum & Bass 

128 - Club-House 

129 - Hardcore 

130 - Terror 

131 - Indie 

132 - BritPop 

133 - Negerpunk 

134 - Polsk Punk 

135 - Beat 

136 - Christian 

Gangsta 

137 - Heavy Metal 

138 - Black Metal 

139 - Crossover 

140 - Contemporary 

Christian 

141 - Christian Rock 

142 - Merengue 

143 - Salsa 

144 - Thrash Metal 

145 - Anime 

146 - JPop 

147 - SynthPop 

This might seem like a lot, but it really isn’t and it doesn’t support anything moving forward.  Tags with these 

Genre ID’s are called ID3V1x tags.  The Genre is just encoded as a number in the tag for these older tags.  The 

newer ID3V2x tags are smarter than that and actually have an arbitrary length text field for Genre.  A double edged 

sword, it is future proof but also allows for all sorts of inconsistency. 
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8 BITRATE CONSIDERATIONS 

OK, there is a holy war on this one but here are some choices: 

1) WAV/FLAC/Lossless 

2) MP3 128 

3) MP3 160 

4) MP3 196 

5) MP3 256 

6) MP3 320 

7) Variable Bit Rate (VBR) 

8) Other formats… 

If you are somebody who is sure they can tell the difference that Monster Cables makes on your sound system 

then you should certainly use a lossless format, preferably WAV, and stop reading this section. 

For those of you only having the option to do a constant bit rate I would encourage you, gently, to pick the 196kbs.  

Why?  I did some research and found that guys who get paid a lot of money to listen to music on very expensive 

sound systems cannot tell the difference reliably between lossless music and 196kbs MP3’s.  Please do not ask a 

stereo salesman or a self proclaimed audiophile what they think, look at studies where they have done side by side 

blind studies using trained listeners and calibrated hardware.  At 196 the highly trained listener on VERY expensive 

hardware choose the MP3 196kbs about as often as they did lossless. (I’ll try to find the link). 

With this in mind I would try to re-rip any music I have at 128kbs, but I don’t work too hard to do so.   

Depending upon what ripping software you use an even better option than the fixed bit rate is to use a variable bit 

rate (VBR) encoder.  Supposedly the best MP3 encoder is called LAME version 3.97.  Double blind testing has 

determined that the following settings are the best: 

-V 2 --vbr-new 

Here is a link with more information than you want: 

http://mp3.radified.com/ 

These settings can be had in CDex using the following setup on the options page: 

http://mp3.radified.com/
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It turns out that if you rip with iTunes you are not getting the best quality MP3’s since Apple won’t use LAME.  

Given the choice, try to use a ripper that uses LAME.  The flip side of this is that I have had digital music for many 

years and nobody has ever questioned the quality of the encoding (though they often complain about the quality 

of the music).  Don’t lose sleep over it. 

9 DRM’ED MUSIC  

I have yet to buy any music that is DRM’ed.   

10 MERGING MP3S INTO YOUR COLLECTION WITH MESSED UP FILENAMES? 

Let’s say you and your wife are merging your music collections and you want the file structure and tag structure to 

be consistent.  What do you do?   

Here is the procedure that I have followed (I’m assuming that I’m importing files into my collection that is more 

organized, this might not be the case for you AND even worse you may be equally disorganized): 

1) Copy the files to location something like c:\temp\mp3.  You will make your large scale edits here. 

2)  Import the collection into a tool that lets you look at all of the files at the same time.  I would use 

Tagscanner for this step by pointing it to my working folder and  making sure the “Search subfolders” box 

is checked.  

 
3) Now check things out and fix as needed. I will have my collection open in iTunes 

a. Make sure the genre matches yours 

b. Make the band names match (Beatles, The Beatles and the occasional The Beattles) 
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c. Get a rough feel for who is using the ‘better’ bit rate by looking at the bitrate column.  If there 

are duplicate songs I pick the one with the better bitrate. If my collection has a better bit rate I 

just delete the album or songs in the working folder. 

4) If any of the albums are missing artwork now is the time to fix it.  Hopefully they aren’t missing too much. 

5) Now you should have all of the files you want on your working folder but almost certainly they are not 

structured/named correctly.  Making the structure match yours is easy using TagScanner’s MusicRenamer 

function (most MP3 taggers have a similar function).  Enter a format string that matches your collection 

(note the little preview underneath the format string). Press the preview button and make sure it does 

what you expect.  If you like it press rename.  Like magic all the files will be renamed and life is good. 

 
6) Now for the big copy…drag the files in your working folder into the folder where your collection lives.  If 

you have named things consistently the files should drop right it without any conflicts and life should be 

good.  If you screwed up the windows file copy will pop up a dialog saying that ‘a file with this name 

already exists’.  Pick the one you like better. 

7) Now you need to make update your library file in iTunes.  All you need to do is go to the File menu and 

select “Add Folder to Library”.  Select the folder that is the root of your library (for me, c:\mymusic\mp3) 

and click add.  Effectively this just rescans your collection.  If you have a VERY large collection this might 

take a while especially since iTunes likes to muck around with your cover art. 

 

10.1 FIXING THE TAGS 

Fixing the tags on the collection that you are merging files from should be pretty easy if you’ve done some of the 

steps in the previous sections.  This can be done quickly using iTunes Get Info with multiple selections. 

10.2 WHO HAS BETTER BITRATE/ART 

I really wish there was a good solution here but I haven’t found it.  For now it is pretty manual since filenames, file 

sizes, tags are all not too reliable ways to determine what is going on in two libraries.  There is no tool that I would 

trust letting rip across my library figuring things out for me… there are some that try and here are some links for 

you: 

http://abeetech.com/mp3-duplicates-finder/ 

http://abeetech.com/mp3-duplicates-finder/
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http://dougscripts.com/itunes/itinfo/dupin.php (apple only) 

Google this: mp3 library duplicate 

I’ve never merged a really large library, but when I did so with my wife there was very little overlap so this was a 

non issue for most of the library.  I didn’t have much Self Help and she didn’t have much AC/DC. 

10.3 CONVERT THE FILE STRUCTURE 

So now I want to make my wife’s collection match the file structure on my disc.  It turns out this is very easy with 

many tools that support a RenameFromTag type of feature.  I’ve used MP3TagStudio and TagScanner for this and 

they both do a fine job.   

The following example shows how to use TagScanner to do rename the files assuming that you’ve retagged your 

wife’s collection and selected the files that want AND copied them all to a folder. 

The first thing you need to do is open the folder with all of the files in TagScanner and click on the Music Renamer 

tab. This tab has a format area where you can setup the output folder and file names based on the tags.  I always 

route this into a temp folder first so I can verify that I like the output. In this case I route them to c:\test.  When 

done I click the Preview button. 

 

The preview screen shows me this screen.  Note that the format that started out with file names like this: 

%artist%-%album%-%track%-%title%.mp3  

Have been put into the folder with the following structure: 

C:\temp\test1\%artist%\%album%\%track%-%title%.mp3  

http://dougscripts.com/itunes/itinfo/dupin.php
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If you like the preview just click the “Rename” button and let the program do the work of renaming the files.  Note 

that it does do a MOVE not a copy. 

Once the rename process completes surf around in the folder and make sure you like what you see.  If I like what 

you see I copy the files into my mp3 folder by just dragging and dropping (assuming a relatively small number of 

folders).  Then I go into iTunes and import the folders one by one. 

11 LYRICS 

This is sort of new for me.  I’ve played with a bunch of solutions, none of which I really liked.  They all seemed to 

have a fatal flaw of some kind that made them not right for me.  What I wanted to be able to do was point to my 

whole collection and download lyrics right into each MP3.  For cover art I wouldn’t trust such a tool because I have 

specific needs in terms of resolution and file size.  For lyrics I’m not so concerned since I don’t use them too much. 

I couldn’t find a free tool to do it on a PC but I did find Zortam’s MP3 studio.  It claims to do what I want…the big 

lyrics grab.  I paid 20 bucks and downloaded it.  It is a pretty decent MP3 tag editor with many of the standard 

features as well as solid control over sorting the data base.  You want to know all your songs that are missing 

lyrics?  Easy to do.   The big lyrics grab worked pretty well! 

I pointed it to the collection and let it go.  It is hard to get a super accurate number of the percentage it got right. 

Because? There isn’t a good way to ask the question what percentage of my MP3’s, that have vocals, have lyrics.  

Books on tape, self help, classical, jazz, instrumental really make it hard to know. Suffice it to say that most of my 

collection has lyrics.  If I ignore the books on tape, classical and the self help section  I’d say at least 75%.  It is 

funny how it gets some obscure stuff but misses some biggies… How could it miss lyrics for Elvis #1 hits? or songs 

from the White Album?   
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Here is a screen shot of the Zortam studio with a bunch of items selected right before a batch search for some 

lyrics.  It is that easy.  This process takes a long time; I just let it run overnight. 
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12 A MATRIX OF FEATURES THAT I USE 

This is by no means complete or really meant as a comparison or an endorsement.  I’m sure win amp can do everything with the right plug ins. 

 iTunes WinAmp Zortam TagScaner5.1 Mp3Tag Studio CDex 

Grabbing 
Lyrics from 
Web 

 X 
Limited 

X    

Grabbing Art 
from WEB 

X 
With iStore 
account. 

X 
Limited 

X    

Insert Art X X X X   

Renaming 
Files from 
Tags 

  X X X  

Batch 
Renumbering 
Tracks 

   X 
Supports 
control of 
leading 0’s 

  

Sort by 
Missing Lyrics 

  X    

Edit Group of 
Tags 

x  X X X  

Sort by 
Missing 
Images 

Sort of. Cover 
flow blanks. 

 X    

Sort by 
Missing Lyrics 

  X    

Support for 
LAME. 

 X    X 

Library 
Support 

X X X    

Ripping X X X   X 

Advnaced 
ID3V1 & 2 

  Can Edit 
V1 & V2 

X  
Excellent 

Can Edit  V1 & 
V2 tags 
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 iTunes WinAmp Zortam TagScaner5.1 Mp3Tag Studio CDex 

tags control over all 
tags. 

 


